LIVE THE MAGIK EVERY DAY!

September Newsletter
Our first picture this month is of the true head of our
household—our cat Brenwyn who is named after a
Celtic Goddess. She got the goddess part down to a T.
Dogs have masters, cats have staff.
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right off. I was amazed because I didn’t think that
could really happen. I slipped the cast back on and,
just like in the dream, it fell off and would not stay on.
I called the doctor’s office, said “My cast fell off” and
the receptionist went into drama mode. I got an
appointment that afternoon and, a week ahead of
schedule I got a brace. My wrist and hand are very
happy with the release from the restriction of the cast.
After just two days I could almost make a fist and I
could touch my thumb and forefinger together. My
acupuncturist started treatment directly on the wrist on
Friday after the cast fell off. The power of the energy
surging through my hand, wrist and whole body was
huge. I find these changes exciting, because I know
that if I can have these changes anyone can.
I feel like St. Germain gave me that dream to help me
recognize when it was time to get out of the cast.

Last month I put in a picture of wild iris. The second
picture is of one of the beautiful horses that was in the
field of wild iris. Our third picture is of a wild flower
called Prairie Smoke.
-------------------------------------------I have an interesting story to tell. On the morning of
my first doctor’s appointment after the surgery on my
wrist I had a dream. In the dream I had waked up and
was sitting on the side of the bed. The cast I was
wearing slid forward to the tips of my fingers and then
slid completely off. I was tempted to take it off, but I
pushed it back up on my arm. It slid forward again
and fell off.
I had a doctor’s appointment on August 7 to,
hopefully, get the cast off. On the morning of July 31 I
woke up and sat up on the edge of the bed. My cast
fell forward almost to my finger-tips. I had been having
trouble keeping it in place. I remembered the dream
that I had, so I gently slid the cast forward and it came

I have had many people over the years ask if you can
feel the energy from the CDs that St. Germain does.
As we have progressed with the Teachings this year I
am amazed at the changes that I have experienced and
have had numerous reports from others that they are
experiencing shifts that are very powerful. I have
noticed over the last two or three weeks a feeling of
agelessness that is new and different. It isn’t so much
physical as deep within, but it feels endless and hope
filled. The changes that we are being called to make
are not anything that we can decide to do and I am
finding the outcomes to be far more than I might have
imagined. Surrender sounds like a very innocuous
word, but when you get into the total changes that are
called for it seems overwhelming. It doesn’t bring bad
or scary things, but it pushes us completely out of our
comfort zone, all the way outside of the box. If you
haven’t had the experience of the Teachings that St.
Germain is offering this year they really help us to
understand what is going on. It just might be worth
your while to check them out. The deep healing
power of the Master is there to experience again and
again as you listen to the awesome wisdom that he
brings. CDs are $15 for each set—Teachings or Q&A.
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It is $25 to call in one time or $40 for both sessions
each month. Postage and handling are separate.
If you have never read Ayn Rand’s book “Atlas
Shrugged” it is amazing reading—well done and
extremely timely, even though it was published in the
mid-fifties. It is a book that brings up many questions,
but also offers answers for your consideration. It is an
excellent blend of the mundane and the quality by
which Master’s live. St. Germain has suggested that he
assisted in the creation of Ayn’s works and certainly I
can sense his fine hand, not in absolutes, but in
directions to follow and those not to pursue, as well as
His blazing vision. If you have read it perhaps it would
serve you to read it again in these times about which it
was written. Ayn is exceptionally detail-oriented even
though her object was not to attempt to imagine what
2016 might be like altogether, the vision of where the
United States could potentially go was certainly there.
It is for us to pay attention—“The they that should do
something about things is US!” It isn’t about stopping
them or moving them in a different direction or taking
things into our own hands, but getting clear within
ourselves “What am I contributing to where we are
going by where my focus lies?” There is a vast
difference between surrender and submission.

consideration. The group will be at 2 p.m. at the
Rainbow Center for the Humanities, 177 N. 4th St.
Lander.
CD’s can be purchased on the website at
www.voiceofthegatekeepers.com/2013groups.html
Our September Teaching with the Master is “Under
the Dome: All Escape Routes from Self are Closing”
The popular TV series based on Stephen King’s book
provides an excellent parallel to our current times on
the planet and how meeting ourselves is viewed by the
EGO. Even though we are coming home to the best of
ourselves, we have been taught that self-awareness and
self-understanding are immoral behavior. Somehow
we should just know to treat others well without having
fully allowed the experience of receiving for ourselves.
Love calls us home to the God-centered awareness
that waits within us so that we can fully live in oneness
without outer control. This Teaching will be on the
second Wednesday, September 14. The Q and A will
be on the fourth Wednesday of September. Both callins will begin at 7 p.m. Mountain Daylight Time.
To order CD’s or DVD’s
www.voiceofthegatekeepers.com/Teachings.html

Rainbow Center News
Our group for September is “The Virtue of
Selfishness”. Ayn Rand wrote about this many years
ago, expressing a most unpopular idea that would
change the direction of the world if it was considered.
For eons people have been encouraged to work hard,
sacrifice and above all think only of others. Ayn Rand
took a long, hard look at the code that says everything
is based on need rather than personal worth, but St.
Germain takes the whole concept to an understanding
that is not designed totally by the mind, but discovered
in the vast wisdom of our true selves. St. Germain has
said all along that if you do not know what it feels like
to receive, giving, giving, giving will only trigger a sense
of sibling rivalry and resentment that “You’ll get your
rewards in Heaven” does not ease. Selfishness is after
all self-interest. You are the most important person in
your life and as you care for yourself in Love the Love
becomes the guide to a deeper understanding of what
it is to care for others. In a world filled with struggle
this does not seem possible, but self-fulfillment shows
clearly how you may ethically fulfill others rather than
passing laws to deny brilliance by stating that anything
that anyone creates should benefit everyone without

ASTROLOGY
NEW MOON-September 5
This New Moon in the sign of Virgo calls us to a
harvest of the truths and virtues of our lives. It is time
to cull out the waste and value the fruitful in each area
of our existence. Work because you love it, not
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because it has to happen. Forgive the drudgery of life
and fill up with the effervescence of joyful service.
Chiron sits in opposition with this New Moon and
offers assistance in healing long-standing issues. We
are called to make shifts from the dualism of the old
order to the more unified awareness of the changing
times. Chiron is a symbol of bridging energy. Its orbit
moves between Saturn, representing the limits of the
physical plane and Uranus, which is the gateway to the
metaphysical realms. The myth that Chiron was born
of Saturn and a nymph further illustrates the blending
of the physical and other than physical worlds. The
word “heal” derives from the same cognate as the
word “whole”, signifying that healing happens through
acceptance and integration. When Chiron was
discovered in 1977 it brought about an advent of a
new archetype into the collective consciousness that is
being underscored by emergence of the esoteric
traditions. Many developments have come from this—
alternative medicine, divine feminine consciousness,
changes in psychology and more community
awareness. Chiron’s transit through Pisces (2010-2019)
is bring an access to our intuition that has not been so
available to us before, thus causing us to allow deeper
compassion and awareness of higher-dimensional
realities. The previous passage through Pisces by
Chiron was in (1960-69) and it coincided with the last
Pluto/Uranus conjunction. As Uranus now squares
Pluto, Chiron once again urges us to “make peace not
war” and honor the ultimate value of all life. Chiron
forms five trines to Saturn in Scorpio between
November 2012 and August 2014, and three trines to
Jupiter between August 2013 and May 2014, changing
our perspective on time and money, partnerships of all
kinds and personal power, and our relationship to
nature and our spirituality. Neptune’s opposition to
Ceres at this New Moon makes the emphasis on the
themes that much greater as we reconsider our
oneness with nature and the grander opening to our
feminine aspects. Juno’s opposition to Mars in Leo
and square to Saturn in Scorpio direct us to redefine
our rules on relationship and power.
Mercury, traditional ruler of Virgo, represents how we
communicate, rationalize, absorb, process and share
information. From the 14-19 of September Mercury
joins Jupiter, Pluto and Uranus in a grand square
which is that much more dynamic because it is in
cardinal signs. This increases our scope to take in the
bigger picture, share new ideas and allow ourselves to
move beyond the limits of old perspectives that have
bound us. We are totally at one with all things. We
communicate with the cells of our bodies and the
galaxies of outer space. We transmit and receive

information from our physiology, feelings, intuition,
other beings, Earth and the whole of the Universe.
This grand cross expands our awareness of what it
means to “live outside of the box”. St. Germain is
bringing through information that is very helpful to us
in the considerations of all of the new technology of
the human body, mind, spirit and emotional being.
Consider yourself from a totally new point of
reference—Love. Change your mind and you can
change the world. Continue to see as you have always
seen and you may miss the wonders that are occurring
all around you. “The good/God that you desire exists
right at the tips of your fingers just beyond the veil of
your disbelief.”—St. Germain
FULL MOON—September 19
This Full Moon in Pisces puts an emphasis on where
we require to blend logic with empathy, discernment
with compassion, physical “reality” and divine
perception. The glyph of Virgo is a blending of M and
V for Maria Virgo. Mary is a vestige of the preChristian Goddess. The Virgin represents the divine
feminine and the bringing of the Christ/Spirit into the
Earth plane. Pisces glyph, two yoked fish swimming in
opposite directions, symbolizes the overcoming of
duality. We are immersed in the ocean of creativity,
appearing to be both real and illusion, temporal and
eternal, a unique individual and an inseparable part of
the universe. We are being brought to see that there is
so much more to us than we have allowed ourselves to
accept. We are so much more than a physical form or
what our five senses define. We are reminded that we
are the eyes and fingertips of God reaching into the
densest, darkest, seemingly most separate places,
bringing light, awareness and new forms into existence.
We are increasingly being shown by the movement of
the planets that there are transformations going on that
we cannot control. This Full Moon brings the essence
of Venus and the weight of Saturn together with the
North Node in Scorpio just before the Full Moon
peaks. We are directed to really see where we are still
judging ourselves and others from limited physical
perspectives. This conjunction shows us that the
power of Love is Love and Truth, not domination and
deceit. Saturn makes the third of three sextiles to Pluto
on September 20, intensifying their already close
relationship, since Saturn and Pluto are in mutual
reception: each transiting the sign that the other rules.
This supports our readiness to let go of old patterns
and limits even more as Pluto ends its yearly
retrograde on September 20. It is time to take a big
step forward in our evolution. The mythological
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aspects of Pluto include association with riches and
wealth. When we confront our fears, we discover gifts
and strengths we did not know we had. Revelation!
On September 22 at 1:44 P.M. PDT we celebrate the
second equinox of the year when the length of the day
and the night are the same. In spring the focus is
outward into increasing light. The fall equinox begins a
turning inward as the light decreases. The Equinox
and Solstice points are highly charged points to set
intensions and make rituals, prayers and ceremonies.
They open connections to the metaphysical aspects of
the Old Ones, the Mystery of the Ancient ways that
are being brought into our awareness once more as we
remember the power of our most spiritual selves.

comes from but it is an issue with me. But seeing
as how I was there, I settled in to walk the path,
not expecting a lot. I really was enjoying the
walk. It was shady and cool, a beautiful forest.
Suddenly I looked up to see this entity coming
towards me on the path. He was tall, very black
and beautiful, wearing what I would describe as
a gossamer cloak and hood, rather like butterfly
wings in texture and pastel coloring.

This Full Moon closely squares the Galactic Center at
27 degrees Sagittarius, reminding us of our connection
to the cosmos and each other. Life is waiting to reveal
its most treasured secrets. You are the explorer, the
Master who will discover them deep within yourself.

CRYSTAL CORNER
THE CRYSTAL CORNER
A big hello to all of you and a Happy Birthday to all
you Virgos! As summer wanes, although the heat tells
us otherwise, I find I’m rather in limbo. I feel like I’m
marking time, waiting for something that is totally
nebulous. And I won’t go into how I’m sleeping
erratically! Oh, well, I guess it is something we will all
have to get used to. As I am vegging and/or napping,
I’m tapping into some of the things that have been
most impactive in my life.

Years ago, I was working in Richmond, VA and
staying with a dear friend. One evening she
invited me to go to a meeting of an astrological
group. I really love doing that sort of thing as it
gives me the opportunity to meet new people and
learn new things. As the meeting started, the
moderator of the group said that we would begin
with a guided meditation. It was a pretty basic
meditation where we would follow a sunlit path
into the forest where we would meet a spirit
guide or entity who would give us a message or
gift to bring back with us. Now anyone who
knows me knows that I am not enamored of
guided meditations. I’m not sure where that

He carried a white ivory box with filigreed
cutouts that glowed magical green. What a
magnificent being! As he reached me on the
path, he held out the box for me to take. I don’t
recall that he said anything out loud but I knew I
was to open the box. As I lifted the lid, the most
beautiful emerald appeared. Energetically it
looked very large to me. What an awesome gift!
And then, I was in a room full of people at a
meeting, my perception of guided meditations
changed forever!
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For those who have participated in Crystal
Healing I and would like to take the Advanced
Crystal Healing class, I have scheduled
September 28contact me for a flyer for either
workshop or to sign up.
Linda Thomas
Eternal Ice Ent.
(800) 757-8478 or (307) 754-4396
After I was home in Wyoming, I began to get
some information about this entity. His name is
Izati and he is on the council of 400 beings who
oversee the universes. I had never heard of this
council, so this was new. I was also told that
many of the others on that council would not
appear to be as beautiful to us. But that is not the
end of the story.

www.eternal-ice.com
Wishing you many blessings on your journey!

TAROT TALK
Our Tarot card for this month is the Star.

Two or three years passed. At the time, I was
receiving a catalog from The Greenwich
Workshop which sold all kinds of artwork. As I
was leafing through the pages, I spotted Izati in
all his glory. “It’s him, it’s him”, I yelled. I
bought the print and had it framed and it has a
prominent place on the wall of my center. The
title of the print is ‘Night in Day’ and is as
complete a likeness as one can do in this
physical world.
This etheric emerald has taken me through some
rough times on my path. You might even say it
has saved my life several times! I am so grateful
to have had such an awesome experience. And I
love emeralds!!
The lesson I learned from this experience is to let
go of judgment. Had I not decided to participate
in this meditation, think what I would have lost.
Pay attention to the things you are resisting.
What are they telling you about you??
Sometimes the road is rocky and life seems hard
but pay attention and you will be given the tools
you require.
For more information about the stones or if you
would just like to visit, please contact me.

The Star symbolizes the law of luminosity. Shine
like a star. You are the light. Self-esteem comes
with recognizing the star that you are. Selfrecognition brings attainment. You are seen as a
star by others by acknowledging your own star
quality.
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Standing in the star shower, receive inspiration
from the heavens. Your divine mind is connected
to the stars. Follow thoughts that are uplifting,
imaginative, progressive and inspiring. You are a
guiding light to others, a way-shower. Help
others reach their star. It is not by words, nearly
so much as by example that you show them.
The Star is symbolized by the Goddess Kuan Yin
who, like the Aquarius water-bearer, is a servant
of the universe. With compassion, pour out your
life-giving waters and radiate your light into the
darkness to nourish and nurture the dry, barren
and needy.
The shadow side of the Star shows up when you
forget the beauty of your own special self. When
you turn away from the starlight you lose the
luster of the recognition of your glow. You are
too far from your light to assist others or help
yourself.
The Star is a card of cosmic wish fulfillment.
How much good can you allow in your life?
When do you turn away from the good and stop
shining your light into the World? You achieve
what you wish for by being open and receptive
in an ongoing way. Don’t give up on your
dreams because they take time to develop. When
you draw the Star get ready for exciting changes
in your life. Set expectation aside and Be
Amazed!
Our Rune for September is ANSUZ .

And still the waters rise
Crossing the deeps.
A messenger brings
The promise of new life unfolding.
Oh Ancient of Days
May the beauty of our intension
Shine upon our faces.
The keynote here is receiving the messages,
signals gifts. Even a timely warning may be seen
as a gift. When the Messenger Rune brings
sacred knowledge, one is truly blessed, for the
message may be that of a new life unfolding.
New lives begin with new connections surprising
linkages that direct us onto new pathways. Take
pains now to be especailly aware during
meetings, visits, chance encounters, especially
those from whom you feel special messages are
emerging.
The Rune of Signals is associated with Loki, the
ancient trichster from the pantheon of the Norse
gods. He is the heyohkah of the North American
Indian, “a mocking shadow of the creator god,”
the bringer of benefits to humankind. Even
scoundrels and arch-theives can be bearers of
wisdom. When you draw this Rune, expect the
unexpected: The message is always a call, a call
to new life.
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Signals is the first of the thirteen Runes that
make up the Cycle of Initaition—Runes that
focus directly upon the mechanism of selfchange—and as such, addresses yourneed to
integrate unconscious motive with conscious
intent. Drawing it tells you that connection with
the Divine is at hand. For Anxuz asks you to
explore the depths, the foundations of life, and to
experience the inexhaustible wellspring of the
Divine in your nature.
At the same time, you are reminded that you
must first draw from the well to nourish and give
to yourself. Then there will be more that enough
to nourish others. A new sense of family
solidarity invests this Rune.

Nancy will be back next month! Check in for great
information.

ST. GERMAIN’S MESSAGE

Beloved Masters, each
passing day reveals more
conflict and confusion as the
evolutionary shifts are
disturbing the finite mind.
Much of the consensus on
the planet has resolved to “If
I want it and I like it I should be able to take
what I want without question”.
A man who held three young women in bondage
for ten or more years defended himself by saying
that he was only following his natural sexual
instincts. He avowed that there was harmony in
the home. This is an extreme divorce from
personal awareness, but this tendency is
becoming more prevalent on the planet. The
“poor” are fighting harder than ever to get what
they say they deserve. The rich are using greater
cunning of the legal system to show that they
have complied with the law (which may have
been altered or placed on the books on the day of
compliance—“after all what do people really
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know of the laws that are passed or the
implications on their lives those laws carry, if
put into affect?” Consider the contradictions, as
people elect officials to all levels of government
expressing trust by their vote, yet not really
knowing the person’s intensions once they get
into office. Often the popular opinion sways the
masses who want change, but believe that it is up
to someone smarter than they to figure out how
the changes will be made. People know what
they do not want, but have little or no idea what
they do want—really. They just don’t like what
is happening in the moment. The trend to
regulation of resources so that no one must do
without can lead to unbelievable consequences
as more and more people take without being
willing to contribute.
The Plutonian energy influencing the planet
makes death and dying a strong force of the EGO
and many souls are feeling a need to kill without
any clear reasoning other than vague references
to Maroni’s Law “An eye for an eye, a tooth for
a tooth”. Young men inflamed by the blood-lust
of war who will kill and maim others in
retribution for offenses against their race,
religion or beliefs, think that they are totally
justified by a god created in the image and
likeness of the human EGO. Men kill (physically
or otherwise) other men “to protect their rights,
their goods or their family” as though nothing
else is as important on the planet but what they
deem valuable. Meanwhile, they discount those
same people and goods (they hold so dear) when
their own desires seem more important in the
moment.
Spirit directs through clarity, Ego through foggy
ideals that are worthless except to prove a point
in the moment. All must meet everything that
they have ever created and have the ultimate
courage to forgive themselves, rather than blame
others. Destruction in the name of God is the
Supreme contradiction. Love does not murder its
creation. Only a deity created in the image and
likeness of man would punish or seek to destroy
humanity. As you remember that you first came
to the Earth plane with an untarnished
perspective of all creation, you will begin to

return to the sacred connection with all things,
that has always lived deep within you.
There are many on the planet who have come to
identify with the intellectual concept of
Objectivism which believes that what a man
produces and what he deems makes him happy
are the sole reason for living. If you are making
money and obtaining all that you desire then you
have fulfilled your reason for being. The issue
with this idea is that there remains an unfulfilled
hunger that neither money nor EGOIC desires
can feed. There has always been a longing to
remember the connection to Spirit and the fact
that the EGOIC intellect refutes that, simply does
not make it go away. There is a point of
Objectivism that is true. When one loves his or
her own creations and is willing to value them as
worthy, including receiving compensation for
that worth, the life is truly fulfilling. Nothing of
a purely mental, physical or emotional nature
alone can replace the desire for belonging that all
seek to find, even if only briefly now and then,
because the permission of the social cast system
has nothing to do with intrinsic worth and value.
Pride and Prejudice are value judgments of the
elitists who would create a world of limitation
and enslavement and avow, as they always have,
that people have to be protected from themselves
and only a chosen few know what is best for
everyone else. Dearly Beloved Masters, the
fallacies of inhibiting the brilliance of any
creator because of a fear that their creation might
shine brighter has been a mystery to children of
every generation. Children have been taught to
excel and then mysteriously ostracized for their
magnificence. I have said again and again,
people do not dislike you because you are not
good enough, they are afraid when they
recognize that you are living your God-self
naturally. Children are instructed from an early
age not to have such a big imagination. Yet it is
that very imagination that allows a human to soar
to greatness. A Master does not require the
approval of the world to know his or her own
inner magnificence. Yet one who recognizes
their own worth without needing others to
approve is considered frightening because they
are uncontrollable by the puny standards of fear
that the world wields. The shining value of Spirit
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directing the life standards holds such a powerful
aura of Love that the EGOIC mind is enveloped
in that Love and the choices that the Spirit/
Mind connection makes are much more directed
with true intention to the Highest Good of All
concerned without plan or calculation of the
intellectual mind alone.
The worship of intelligence as a means to an end
has brought a disassociation with the innate
goodness that originally existed before there was
the division of mind and Soul. Your mind is
wonderful, but without the guidance of deeper
understanding logic becomes nothing but a
justification for obtaining one’s desires without
ethics. Practicality becomes point of reference
for physical actions without thought of the
welfare of others except to convince those whom
you are trying to confuse that you are doing the
right thing.
Mental Objectivism can promote “selfishness”
that fulfills what society has believed selfishness
is—a narcisstic passion to fulfill the whims of
the moment without consideration of the long
term outcome on the whole. An example that has
emerged is giving children money without giving
them a sense of personal value or an
understanding that there is a discipline necessary
to make wise choices about what the money is
worth. The child then sees money as an
indication of love so, if suddenly the parent or
source of the money can no longer dole out the
love/money, there is a wound around the limit of
cash or credit cards which have come to mean
love. Everyone wants to be loved, but defining
love as money is causing a painful reality as the
energies of the planet are changing. It is not that
there is suddenly not enough to go around, but a
greater need to have more by those who have
controlled the flow of currency throughout time.
The nobility of hard work is being promoted
with more emphasis than ever, yet the standard
of living is slipping among those who have
labored hard and long. Those who see hard work
as something that the masses are required to do,
keep raising the bar of how much “hard work”
must be done in order to qualify for a living
wage and they can always say you have not
worked enough to justify the payment. These

ideas are as old as the Universal Commercial
Code that controls commerce on the planet.
People fight to get what they deserve, but the
“rub is” if you would, that the people to not fully
believe that they deserve! They want, they need,
but they are not convinced that they really have
the right to the good. The EGO shouts “I have a
right to the good”, then it waits to see if someone
will agree. A mighty connection with an essence
that is far greater than the limited minds who fear
being caught skimming the best for themselves
and then telling others there is not enough to go
around, lifts you into the reality that is waiting
just beyond the same old thoughts and ideas that
have never answered the question “Why am I
limited”. The EGO always answers “Because
you did something wrong”. You wrack your
brain and cannot think of anything or you feel
guilty and believe that the source of the guilt is
the problem, but you still may have no clear
answer as to why you are limited, except that
those who seem to have more are telling you that
if you were the right kind of person you would
have access to all that they have. This standard
of limitation can be summed up in the incitement
of the “starving artist” syndrome. All of the
statements made about someone who “doesn’t
have a real job”, but seeks to express their own
talents to a World that has come to reject beauty
as a waste of time.
The ideals and principles of the intellect are
segmented and there are many points of view
that say “Do this, make these choices, live by
these standards, do without, take what you want,
be a victim, never be a victim, fight for your
rights—round and round and round. The
outcome of these points of confusion is being
revealed more every day. The masses are
fighting harder and more are dying, but nothing
is any different than it has been because the
physical law still says “fight to get what you
want and then you must fight to keep it”. The
peace and prosperity that was supposed to
happen if you fought hard enough are still just
out of reach. Why?
What is peace? It is not something that you get
when everyone agrees with you, but something
that each Master is required to discover within
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self. Once each one finds peace within it is not to
go out into the world and say “Let me tell you,
show you what peace is”, but to live the
discovery so well that you do not have to tell
anyone. Your life becomes the teaching. The
EGO wants people to notice how the life has
changed. I will say again A MASTER DOES
NOT REQUIRE THE APPROVAL OR
NOTICE OF OTHERS. THE INNER
KNOWING IS A SENSE OF SECURITY AND
STRENGTH THAT NOTHING OUTSIDE OF
SELF CAN FULFILL. Once you begin to live,
really LIVE, your discoveries others will begin
to change, not because you told them to but
because you are broadcasting a new frequency of
strength and compassion. Again the EGO wants
to say “Look what “I” have done. A Master can
look at those who are making changes in Love,
the strength, the joy, the courage to live their
own convictions and celebrate the fact that they
are waking up, that their lives now contributing
to the goodness of the whole. The recognition of
the fact that every contribution of Love
magnifies the good/God of All, is valuable
beyond rules and laws of limit. The more who
are willing to look within and discover the good,
the greater the good for All without the belief
that their way is the only way, the more peace
will truly abide in the World. There are those
who are so wounded and filled with fear that
they cling desperately to their right to take what
they want no matter what. God’s Love holds All
in the essence of Oneness. Love does not destroy
it’s creation. Love seeks to offer new and
different ways of healing to those who are sick
with the old energies. It recognizes that it cannot
make others well unless they choose it. Love
does not make excuses nor does it become a
victim to the wounded. It seeks to hear clearly
within self the answers that will redirect the old,
distorted views of the World that is passing.
There was a time when the value of a human
being was held in the way that he or she
conducted their life and affairs graciously. Then
the shift moved to the appearance of
graciousness. Then the World became more
casual and graciousness became something to be
sneered at—“only the rich are gracious”. A
Master is gracious no matter how much money is

involved. Pride in workmanship diminished with
the industrial age. There was a time when, if
someone did a good job it was valued—from
president to janitor. Things began to change as
people in the factory were relegated to assembly
line machinery. “Idea-men” were valued above
the workers on the production line. Then the
“idea-men” began to figure out how to make
money without putting out effort. “The less input
for the greater gain” became the motto of those
who discovered that the prestige of setting
controls and passing laws gained more for less
value. The money markets are in the control of
traders who gamble with the worth of people’s
lives with the same glee that one would find at a
casino. The speculators play their game to make
money no matter what—whether it is the stock
market or congress. Revelation is pulling the
covers off of the fact that the majority of those in
Washington gave up long ago on truly serving
the people and if someone arrives on the scene
and refuses to play “the game” the players will
set out to destroy their reputation or block their
progressive ideas at every turn. Be very aware
that regulations do not regulate those who do not
choose to be regulated. There are those who
make regulations to limit the people who believe
in them. Then there are the conscientious who
live from a standard that would not allow
themselves be limited by fear and greed. They
would allow their own value be the strength that
would let them say “no” when every whim of the
controller’s would attempt to coerce them to go
against their own moral fiber. Moral’s, Beloved
Masters, are not edicts of Religion or words
tossed around by those who do not
understand them, but an internal guidance
that would not let someone do unto another
something that they would not wish done unto
them and the strength to live by that personal
Spiritual guidance no matter what-- Including
the strength to forgive themselves and others if
they were not always perfect in their ability to
hear the clear voice within. Masters do not make
excuses, they pay attention to their own inner
emotional climate—what am I feeling? Masters
do not defend themselves, they live by the Truth
of their own inner knowing, but do not seek to
impose their standards upon others. Cold
calculation is not Masterful, but quite human.
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Masters do not explain why, unless they feel that
the lesson that they have gained might assist
another along the way. In that case they hold no
judgment about how another would use the
information or if they would use it at all.
It may seem that We, the Masters, are saying the
same things over and over. In the greatest Love
and patience, We will say them forever if that is
what it takes for each of you to remember. We,
the Masters are with you all of the time. You are
Loved beyond you finite mind’s ability to
fathom a Love so totally all encompassing. The
World’s assessments of “good and bad” have no
influence on this Love. God is not a patriarchal
father who will only love when the child
complies. God Loves the defiant, the meek, the
fearful, the angry, the Souls that are seeking to
live a good life and those who do not believe that
there is a good life. God’s Love is equal for All
and that is something that the finite mind simply
cannot comprehend. In fact, the finite mind
would argue that what We are sharing with you
is impossible. Objectivism suggests that there is
nothing beyond the five senses, which is why the
new energies are so disturbing to those who only
believe in themselves without Spirit as the
guiding essence.

Until we meet again, in whatever manner that
may be, in the greatest of Love I bid you Adieu!
I remain your most humble servant. I AM the
Lord St. Germain.

ADS

Ascension is not for the feint-hearted. Spiritual
evolution is not another power game of the few
controlling the many. The shift from the human
believing that they are pursuing Mastery
somewhere out there, to Masters remembering
that they are having a human experience NOW is
necessary for the game to change completely.
The planets in their courses are assisting in bring
about energetic, electronic changes in the human
consciousness that will bring all people to the
necessary remembering process as it is time.
Your courage is impressive, even though you do
not believe it. Your strength is awesome. Your
ability to persevere is unlimited. You are Divine,
Creative Masters, the Designers of the
Becoming. Let your Objectivism be
Compassionate. What will YOU share with the
world of the future?

Karen Singer photographs beautiful nature photos and
creates digital transformations as Prints, Posters, TShirts, Calendars and Greeting Cards that assists and
inspires to powerfully re-connect with our own nature
and the beautiful Earth we are so blessed to live on.
Karen also creates custom, one of a kind wire
wrapped jewelry that weaves and amplifies energies of
Light and Love, your own personal Angels and
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Masters (if desired & with permission) into each piece
or similarly with individual crystals.
Email: highvoltagenature@gmail.com

Nancy Wadda is an acupuncturist with over three
years of training. She is trained in the FIVE
SEASONS technique and has an amazing intuition in
her work. She is located in the Rainbow Center, 177
N. 4th St. in Lander. You can reach her for
appointments at 205 566-1424.
Kathleen Edwards is a Reiki Practitioner and Teacher
who brings loving essence to her healing. Kathleen is
located in Lander. You may reach Kathleen for a
Reiki healing session or Reiki attunement at 772 5324210.

OF POETRY AND PROSE by Nanna Hansen
This is a special and very personal website that shares
the dreams and visions of Nanna L. Hansen from
past, present and future. Nanna’s Visions come from
many timelines. The writing is often in old style and
yet it addresses modern subject matter.
Her website: http://www.ofpoetryandprose.ca

Kimberly Rae Hansen
Digital Artistry
Kim does computer generated fractal art. We
have one of Kim’s pictures and it is most amazing.
Do check out her website!
www.kimberlyraehansen.com

ART BY ISA

Isa has created a new
booklet on Flower Essences
that brings a simple, easy
understanding to one of
nature’s finest healing tools.
BLACK HILLS FLOWER
ESENCES: Nature’s Gift of
Gentle Spirit Healers is a
concise capsule of
information to enlighten and inform both those
who know about flower essences and those who
are just discovering them. Touching on the art of
creating the essence and numerous essences
themselves, Isa tells how the essences serve us. Isa
has the booklet and bottles of various essences
available for sale. The website is
www.blackhillsfloweressences.com Her email is
Isa@gwtc.net
Isa Kirk has been an artist all
Of her life and offers personal "Painted Portraits &
Visions in Pastel", some LE prints and unique,
inspirational greeting cards featuring her paintings and
photos. www.paintingsbyisa.com
She also offers personal readings for people and their
animals, as well as Black Hills Flower Essences. Visit
her art gallery at her home at Plenty Star Ranch, Black
Hills, SD. For directions and appointments call 605673-3012 Love to connect with your on facebook
Plenty Star Ranch - Horse Boarding in the Black Hills
www.plentystarranch.com
"Painted Portraits & Visions" www.paintingsbyisa.com
Ranch Blog: www.plentystarranch.com/wordpress
Maia Rose does sacral cranial work and massage, as
well as other therapies. She is located in the Rainbow
Center, 177 N. 4th St. in Lander. For appointments
call 307 345-3262.

Delphinia Bey—Massage Plus is a massage therapist,
reiki master and healer, who practices deep tissue
massage, hot rocks and other modalities. She located
at 150 S. 2nd in Lander. For appointments call 307
349-2120

Annalaiya is an iridologist and flower essence
practitioner and natural healer, who has a background
in chiropractic medicine. She can assist in physical,
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emotional and spiritual healing through the music
table, color box, nutritional counseling and many
other offerings. Wholistic Options, 214 Main in
Lander is open by appointment.
Call 307 332-9882 or 307 438-0927 for appointments
and information.
Delores DeVore owns Sound-Works, healing
with voice and tuning forks. www.sound-works.biz
www.ddswebdesign.com or call Delores DeVore
678 634-1249
“The Pot Of Gold” is a monthly publication
created by Molly Rowland. Graphics by Dorian
Zumwalt. If you would like to advertise in “The
Pot of Gold” ads are $10 per month for up to six
lines and $2 per line after that. Contact us:
mollyrowland22@gmail or 307-335-8113.
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